


This product has been designed to enhance your garden with the sight 

and sound of moving water.

Congratulations on buying a Liberty Mains Free Waterfall Jug Feature.



LED Light

Waterfall Jug Feature includes

1

63cm (H) x 43cm (W) x 43cm (D)

6.5 litres (1.72 gallons)

48cm (H) x 42cm (W) x 34cm (D)

6 Top Lid

Waterfall Jug

1

Top Lid

LED Lights

Waterfall Jug

DC 5 ~ 8.4 Volt Low Voltage

60cm low voltage cable for LED lights



Place the lid in the top of the 
waterfall jug, and feed the hose 
and the top LED cable through the 
hole in top center of waterfall jug. 
The bottom LED light can be fixed to 
the post on bottom of waterfall jug. 

Connect the top LED cable and the bottom LED cable to the LED 
light cable divider, then the cable divider exits out from the rear 
access panel. Attach the pump to the hose, cable exits out from 
the rear access panel, ready for connections to the control panel. 
(see diagram) Note: You can find a twist wire clip inside the jug, 
that can be used to fix the hose and pump / LED cables neatly.

Carefully remove components from the box, lay them on a flat surface. The power set is not pre-connected, 
this is a straight forward process and all connections are colour coded for easy use, please see step 4 and 
step 5 for further details.

Attach the blue plug of the pump into 
control panel’s blue socket (see diagram 
and pic A). Attach the orange plug of the 
LED light cable divider into control panel’s 
orange socket (see diagram and pic B). 
Don’t forget to close the control panel’s 
yellow port  with the rubber socket 
protector. 

The yellow port is used for recharging and 
connecting to a solar panel which is sold 
separately (see pic B). Insert the control 
panel into the side access panel. 

Please note there is a small hole beside the 
access panel. This hole will be used to feed 
the solar panel cable through to connect 
with control panel when you upgrade to a 
solar panel.



Place the feature in your chosen location and fill the features reservoir with water, making sure the pump Is 
fully submerged. The recommended amount of water is 6.5 litres (1.72 gallons).

Twist the locking nut on the dark green door on the front of the control 
panel. Insert the yellow lithium battery and close the door, twist the 
locking nut to ensure no moisture can get to the battery. 

The feature is now ready for use and is designed to turn on/off with the 
manual button or the built in timer functions for 2/3/4 hour intervals 
can be used.

The battery comes with a small pre-charge power for 
immediate use. For best results, it is advised to charge 
the battery fully before using it for the first time. 

In order to charge the battery to full power, you can use 
the provided USB charger and cable with micro USB 
connector to charge the battery in the home. A Red 
indicator light will illuminate while the battery is charging. 
When the battery has full power, the indicator light will 
turn Green. Charging the battery will take approximately 
5 hours.

Using the control panel
Timer function modes (A,B):
Press the timer function mode switch (A) to 
select the desired time, press this switch 
repeatedly to select the required time 2, 3 or 4 
hours (B). The indicator light on the timer 
function modes will illuminate blue on the 
selected time (B). The timer mode will now 
come on every day at the same time for the 
same length of time. For example: If you require 
the feature to come on every day at 5pm for 2 
hours you will need to press the timer function 
mode switch (A) on at 5pm and until the blue 
indicator light is lit under the number 2 (B). The 
feature will now come on every day at 5pm for 
2 hours, This process can be repeated for the 3 
and 4 hour settings.

Continual use or Sun only mode (C):
Press the on/off switch (C)
The power indicator light will illuminate to show 
that the feature has been switched on (D). The 
feature will now run continuosly until the battery 
runs out of power.

If the optional solar panel upgrade has been 
installed the feature will run continuously all the 
time the panel recieves energy from the sun 
and the battery still has charge. The solar panel 
will run and re-charge your feature for you, 
reducing the need to manually re-charge your 
battery.

A. Timer function 
mode switch
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B. Timer function modes: 4/3/2 hours 
settings. Light will turn blue to indicate 
selected setting when function mode 
switch is pressed

D. Power 
indicator light

C. ON/OFF switch for continual use without timer function.
This will run the feature until the battery power runs out.

If the solar panel upgrade is used this will charge the battery and 
work all the time the panel receives energy from the sun or the 
battery still contains charge, reducing the need to manually 
re-charge the battery
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